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Web Design, Production and Optimisation 

What can we do for you? 

We can create a website that works for you, to an agreed budget, taking it from conception to full 
optimisation. We can provide: 

Static websites: effectively online brochures or single promotional pages 

Dynamic websites: which respond to the user, perhaps providing quotes or information 

E-commerce websites: which allow you to sell products or services direct to your clients 

CMS websites: which allow you to edit the copy yourself 

Admin websites: secure sites accessible by login only, which provide bespoke online office functions for 
you and your staff to use anytime anywhere. 

Of course we can also create a website for you which combines the above functionality in one site. 

Cost: Base Fee (payable in advance) £150 (static sites) / £250 (cms sites) including hosting space and 
uk domain name purchase and management for 2 years, initial consultation, design concept and template 
creation. Other works (payable monthly/on completion by invoice). £50 per screen fee (static main 
pages) / £25 per screen fee (static sub pages) / £75-£100 (cms pages). £50+ Online data collection 
forms. £50+. Data display screens. Hourly rates Standard HTML programming £35ph. PHP programming 
£50ph. Photo manipulation and Graphic Design £35ph. Text updates £20ph. Renewal Fees Domain 
purchase, email forwarding and standard hosting space for 2 years £25 (.co.uk/.org.uk etc) £35 (.com 
etc). All prices subject to typical scenarios. Where data quantity exceeds typical amounts, SBS reserves 
the right to levy additional charges. Definition of main/sub pages is at the discretion of SBS, as are all 
charges. Base fee allows for 1 free consultation only, additional time will necessarily incur a charge. There 
may be an additional initial fee for transferring you from an existing registrar. Minimum Contract 
Commitment: 2 years from renewal / domain purchase. Cancellation: 2 months clear notice prior to 
next renewal date is required in order to cancel this arrangement. There is no fee for transferring away to 
a different registrar. 

What we provide 

We will work with you to provide a web solution that works for you. We will explain your choices to you, 
listen to you, consider your budget and suggest the best course of action.  

What do you need to do 

1. Be clear about what you want and don’t want. 
2. Give us examples of what you like (other websites, colours, styles, functions etc.) 
3. Provide complete copy OR a brief for us to create it. 
4. Provide final photographs OR ask us to source them.  


